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Abstract

An optical time domain reflectomcter is described which combines in one instrument the basic capability to
●nalyzo several important fiber characteristics. The device uscs the polarization properties of light to
enable high sensitivity fault detection close to tha fiber input end; its probe pulse tempural characteristics
and high gain photodetector in combination provldc exccllcnt discontinuity location resolution in long lossy
fibers, and give an indication of fiber dispersion at largo bandwidths.

Introduction

An optical time domain reflectomotor ((YTDR)has been dcvoloped which can measuro a combination of important
optical tl=nsmission properties of fiber lightguidcs. The OTDRcan detect faults at lengths as short as 0.4 m

..”●nd, depending cm fiber loss, as long as 5 km to 10 km. It can measure, without signal averaging, discon-
“ tlnuitios in fiber with losses >65 db. Average fiber attenuation can be measured. Fiber dispersion is

indicutcd to 5 ns resolution limit. The significant difference in this OTI)Rover those previously reported]-3
i6 the means used to achievo high sensitivity fault detection C1OSCto the input end of the fiber.

fie inherent polarization of some scniconductor lasers is used in conjunction with the isolation properties
of polarizing beamspllttcrs to reduco the problem of large initial reflections that would saturato the
snalyzing photodotoctor.

Dcscrlptlon .

The OIDRIS prwiously reported have a configuration similar to that shown in Figuro 1.

‘“M
E1-+=E3

Figm 1. Block diagram of typical optical time domain raflectometer.
. .

An optical probe pulse is injoctcd into the fiber to be measured. A froction of the injected pulse is
sampled by an analyzing photodetector and is displayed on an OSCI11OSCOPOas a “start” pulse. or it may bc
uwd to initiate a time interval meter count soqucncc. The probe light injected into the fiber is partially
reflected at internal discontinuitlos in tho fiber, such as cracks, small fractures, connectors or splices,
md from the ●xtreme fiber end. Tho reflections aro trnnsmittcd back to tho Input end of the fibers where
they, too, are detected by the photodetector and recorded. The time interval between the start pulse and the
reflection pulse indicates tho location of the fault.

The probe pulse undergoes ~catt~ring continuously along tho length of tho fiber, producing n low-level
reflected signal. The degree of this scattering 1s dependent on the amount of transmission loss in the fiber
●nd is cuuscd hy scattering from microscopic lnhomogeneities. Analysis of ~he backscatter gives a measurc-
■nt of ●verage fiber attenuation.

●This work was performod under the auspices of the U.S. ncpartmcnt of Energy. NOTE: By acceptance of this
article, the publisher rind/or reclpicnt acknowledges tho 11.S. Govcmmcnt’s right to retain a nonexclusive
rcy~lty-free license In and to my copyright covering this paper.
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~csi~n Considlrntions

Two primary goals ir. the design of an OTDRarc high scnsit!vity
be nchicvcd by using a highintcnsity light source and a hich gain

and hi~h resolution. IIigh sensitivity can
LICtCCtCIr. IIigh resolution can bc achicvcd

by using a fast rising or short duration light source and a fast response detector.

In the present system a semiconductor CaAkAs injection laser was chosen as the probe pulse source for its
high peak intensity and fast rise, short duration output. A phctomultiplicr detector was selcctcd” over an
nvalancho photodiode (APD] becnuse of its high sensitivity and large noise-free gain.

A serious problem can arise with this combination of components. Photodetector saturation cm result from
reflections of the initial probe pulse. These reflections arc from the sampling optics, the fiber holder,
and the Fresnel reflection at the fihcr input. Their combined intensity can bc many times greater than a
discont~nuity intensity. When hard saturation of the photodetector occurs, the detector can “hang up”
(produce an output signal ofmicroscconds duration from an optical input pulse of a fcw nnnoscconds). While
the detector is in saturation it is insensitive to low-level reflections from fiber discontinuities.

Several techniques have been suggested to ovcrcomc this problem. One is the usc of a special gatcd Photo-
multiplicr which can bc gatcd to reduce the photomultiplicr gain for the duration of the initial probcpulse.3
Another technique is the usc of a Y fiber optical directional couplcr,z wherein the probe pulse is coupled to
the test fiber through a flbcr pigtail. The reflcctcd pulsrs are coupled back into the pigtail and to a
second fiber which terminates at the photodetector and is tielded to the pigtail. Using this technique the
detector collects only that portion of probe pulse which is rcfloctcd from the test fiber input face. Both
theso techniques, and others, have been roportcd in the litorat~re.

A property of some semiconductor lasers has made possible cnother effective method. Certain lasers, such
as some RCAtypes, produce light that is more polarized in onc direction than the other. The degree of this
polarization may range from 2:1 to 7:1. Using this property in conjunction with a poln:izing beamsplittcr,
it is possible to transmit significmtly more than 50% of the laser outpur to the fiber input, A conventional
beamsplittcr, on the other hand, using either unpolarized or polarized light, will hsve maximum efficiency at
a 30S- 50% splitting ratio.

System Technique

The system doscribcd here uscs the properties of polarized lasers nnd bcamsplitters, and other commercially
available components, to achieve improved optical coupling efficiency and greatly reduced reflection of the
initial probe pulso at the detector. The systcm, sho~m in Figure 2, works in the following way. The
polarized probo pulse emitted by a GaAEAs injection laser is collimated lIy a lens, passes thrcugh &
polarizing bcamsplitter adjusted formax~mum transmission, and is focusscd by a second lens into the test
fiber. The test fiber is positioned in a glass capillary tubes which is furnished at ono end to accept it.
‘1’his ontry configuration rcduccs the possibility of damnging the clcavcd fihcr end. In addition the
stationary capillary provides automatic positioning of the test fiber at the focus of the probe pu,lso.
Polarization of the GaAgAs laser is in the plane of Figure 2.

I PMTube I Narlow Band
~ Filter

.-..

. .

p;’’’aY;:~gE$z$;
Fiber Under Test

Polarizing
c 4

~_Plastic Polnrizer
Bcamsplitter or Absorber

,. rig. 2. Configuration of improved optical fiber annlyzer system.

ThF polarized probe “,ight scattered from the lens and the fiber cnd rctnins its direction of polarization.
ThiS light passes back through the beamsplitter to the laser whcrb It is furthor scattcrcd and lost. Only a
SMI,l part of it is s~~tcrcd sufficiently to rcnch the phototubc, constituting tho “stnrt” pulse. This ~UISe

trlggors the OSC111OSCO,,Csweep and is rccordcd , or it mny trlggcr a time interval motcr or similar interval
❑auauring apparatus.
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no probe pulse injcctcd il,to the fiber rapidly 10SCS its polarization duc to multiple internal reflec-

tions. The discontinuity reflections comin~: out of the fiber arc thcrcforc principally unpolari:cd. As they
●re emitted into the bcamsplittcr they arc srparatcd into two polarization components, onc being reflected
into thu phototube and rccordcd, and the other passing through the bcamsplittcr to the laser source area,
where it is scattcrcd and lost.

“A polarizing element may bc used at the beamsplitter surface opposite the phototubc to absorb undesired
- laser emission of the proper polarization which Icaks through the polarizing clcmcnt. This further Jccreascs

unwanted light that might bc sc~ttcrcd and dctcctcd by thr phototube. The pickup of scattcrcd light in this
dystem is further rcduccd by restricting the viewing angle of the PM tube to
the face of the beamsplitting polarizsr. The restriction is accomplished by
splitter with an opaque-wall cylinder.

scc”only the nppropriatc part of
coupling the phototube and beam-

. . .
Results

Minimum resolvable lengths aro less than 40 cm. A typical measurement is
length lCSS than 3 m long, as in the above case, a neutral density filter is
improve the system resolution. Figuro 3 indicates that tho amount of dctectcd
initial probe pulse is only twice that of a 4% Freslcl reflection from the end
-11 and leaves little room for improvement. .

. . . .
. . .-
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shown in Figu, 3. For fiber
used in front of the laser to

scattcrcd light from the
of the fiber. This 1s quite

. . . . . Fig. 3. Fault detection of a 60-cm-long lightguidc. Filter of
optical density 3.0 used at tho laser output; sweep-..,
speed: 5 ns/div.

The 60-cm section used in Figuro 3 was also connected (using Thomas C Betts connectors) to tho cnd of two
similarly connected 500-),, sections of Coming high frequency graded-index fiber to give the reflections shown
in Figures 4a and 4b.

.. .

___

-—,. #

z.- ,,
Second’

Conncutnr
i

-----
- _ .....Fig. 4a. Optical reflectomctryof two SOO-m Fig. 4b. Dctnil of second connector and fiber
—,. —-- lengths of connectorized high fre- pigtuil at end of l-km of fiber.
. . ---- . . quettcy graded-index fiber, with Sweep apoed: S ns/div.

..-— -. ..-. .. . . 60-cm pigtail connected to second
- -- ------ . . length. Swoop speed: 1 ps/div.
... —-- --------.. ,.
,. . ...

In Figure 4a the first reflection is from the initial probe pulse. The second rcflecilon 1S
._ nector between the 500-m sections. me third reflection, which is actually two reflections not

from the con-
rosolvablc at



1 psjdiv. Sweep Spcclt, is from the oft-cm fiber connector nnd filmr cn(i. An cspandcd vivw of the third reflec-
tion is s.hohm in Fiqurc lb at S ns/div. siiccp speed. It Shoh’s the conllcctoy aIICI the cnd of tllc (,t)-cim section,
still well resolved’with little pulse brl}:!deninc uftcr t~o-w’ay tr;lnsmission throu!;h 1 L.mof fibur. These
parti~ular 500-m sections hnd previously bceII rldi:ltcd by a cotmlt source an,i arc very :ossy, hence the
greatly attenuritcd reflection si~nals from the 60-cm section.

Pulse broadenin~ due to dispersion is an inherent fiber property that limits the potential bandwidth of
information that can trc trmsmittcd through a fiiwr at any given wnvelenctll. An example of pulse bro~dening$
measured with this system at 850 nm, is shown in Figures RI and 5b for a 5(J0-111length of Corning step-indt,x
fiber. Figure 5a shows the initiai 5-ns FliiiM probe pulse injected into the fibrr. After two-way transmission
in the fiber the pulse is broadened to 8 ns IWi}t, as shown in Figure 5b.

Fig. 5a. Narrow pulsewidth characccristic Fig. 5b. Rcflcctcd probe pulse showing width
(5 ns FIWM) of probe pu.se input degraded to 8 ns by two-way trans-
to test fiber. Sweep speed: mission through 500-m fiber, from
5 ns/div. which fiber bandwidth is derived.

Sweep speed: 5 ns/div.

Fiber Attenuation

The high probe pulse intensity plus the sensitivity and Iargc S/N ratio of the photodetector provide
quantitative data showing fiber attenuation duc to i{aylcigh scatter in the fiber at the probe pulse wave-
length. In some fii}er types, such as low-loss, only a small proportion of incident light is backscattcrcd
and the measurement is less precise.

Analysis of backscattcr requires a time-continuous recording display such as provided by an oscillrrscope,
rather than use of a time interval meter. The tcchriquc is to adjust the oscilloscope sweep speed and gain
as needed to display the test fiber backscatter characteristic, as shown in the lower trace of F’igurc 63.
This rccordin~ is of a SOO-m step-index fihcr that cxhihits loss irre::ularities over its lcn.gth. Tilcn, witi]
all but 10 cm of test fiber removed, * the rcfcrcncc probe pulse ci]aracteristic is recorded at the some
oscilloscope settings, illustrated by the upper trace in Figure 6a. A scmilog plot of amplitude difference
between the traces at selected times produces a line whose siope enables direct calculation of average
attenuation.

A typical analysis of attenuation using this technique is shorn in Figure 6b, where the data plotted are
from the traces of Figure 6a, The calculational technique for determining attenuation is:

p2/pl . e-act
a = (l/et) in (pl/p2)

a = (1/0.3) In (18/6,5) = 3.39 nepers/km

(1)

(2)

db = 10 log ea (3)

db = 10 log e
3.39

db = 14.9 db/km

●The end of fiber is index matci~ed to suppress reflections.
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Fig. 6a. Rcfercncc (upper trace) and bnckscatter
characteristic (lower trace) from a
low-loss 500-m length of step-index
fiber. Sweep speed: 0.S us/div.

where
c= velocity of light in fiber

t = light transmission time through fiber-—

p = backscattcr power

a = 10ss factor of fiber

In this case the average loss is
to a value of 12 db/km at 900 nm

The early phases of this work
Department of Energy through the
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Fig. 6b. Fiber backscattcr data plotted from
cuwe of Figure 6a.

dcterminccl to be 14.9 db/km at the 8S0-nm probe pulse wavelength, compared
reported by the fiber manufacturer.
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An RCA type C31034 photomultipler tube was used to acquire the data in this paper.
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